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Ava is an elegant collection of three items that evokes
a breezy coastal feel. The collection’s aesthetic is
designed to allow designers to introduce more
sophisticated artwork into home settings with a clean
tailored look, often seen in vacation homes.
Eternally popular coastal design, also known as
‘beachy-chic’, is recognized by the use of natural
textures where materials such as rope, wicker, and
driftwood are commonly employed within the setting.
Shades of white, watery hues and white washed wood
and fabrics are popularly used in the fabrication of
furniture, home accessories and artwork.
Ava’s white brushed finish carries the collection into
this style category, setting the mood with a clean and
airy sensibility. The brush lines are streaked with
shimmery highlights that cast reflection from light to
dark to deliver its textural dynamic. Accented on the
crest with crisp gold (84280), silver (84281), and navy
blue (84282); a nod to the nautical Ralph Lauren
coastal home design palette popularized worldwide.
The collection’s bright white finish was
selectively curated for its compatability
with modern digital printing papers.
Art (above): The Mirror, Will Barnet c.1981

The Ava Collection is handmade in Italy

Warm Tones, Cool Looks
One shouldn’t hesitate to use brushed white mouldings for only
cool color pairings. Warm hues, jewel tones, and bolder
saturated colors can be cooled down with the airyness of white.
Here, the gold accent on 84280 can bring it all together, pulling
out the earthy browns and sunny yellows while complementing
the bright blue and greens.

Art (left): Agave, K. Nari c.2018

